Installing the V2418 Coupling and Cover

1. Cut V2400B Base/V2400C Cover sections to the desired length. **NOTE:** To ensure proper fit: Raceway Base and Cover must be cut to the same length. Receptacle cutouts in Cover and mounting holes in Base must match.

2. Locate and mark 0.300” diameter mounting holes in V2400B Raceway Base that correspond to receptacle spacing on harness.

3. Insert coupling into V2400B Base end and mount first raceway section (Fig. 1 and 2) to wall using No.10 Panhead Screws in unmarked mounting holes.

4. Position next base section onto V2418 coupling, and fasten to wall.

5. Follow steps C and D in Section 2 of V2400 Plugmold® Installation Instructions for proper mounting and wiring procedure.

6. Snap on V2400C Raceway Covers and V2418 Cover over joint in corner.